Next Week: Fern Babcock at 'T' Retreat... Faculty Presents Play By William, Clothing Drive Begins

**YWA Sponsors Clothing Collection Week**

**SGA Elects Heads Of Committees**

Kennedy, Drakeford, Douglass, McCallum, Richardson, and McConell are Elected

Betty Anne Kennedy, Mildred Black, Billy Reid, Josie Jones, Edith McCallum, Sybil Drakeford and Kathryn McConell were named chairmen of several committees of the Student Government association in an election April 13.

Miss Douglas, junior from Kingsmore, was elected dance chairman. Margaret Pitts is chairman of the assembly committee; Robert McConell is chairman of the finance committee; and Maureen Pitts, sophomore from Greenville, freshmen chair.

Other candidates for the offices were Betty Elmore, junior from Rock Hill; Mary Paul Harper, Margaret Pitts and Carrie Otte.

The Delta chapter of the Student Government polls to select the candidates for the candidates for the various positions for the next term.

**Kappa Delta Pi Initiates 21 Members**
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A Voice in the Choice
The Senate-sponsored unfixed style in April choice as- sembly Tuesday marks a significant step in the Winthrop process.

For the first time in the history of the School, four candidates chose to stand for themselves, and on Monday afternoon a group of students gathered in the Student Union to hear the candidates make their speeches. This event, which has been anticipated for weeks, has attracted the attention of many faculty members and students.

The past several years the Student Opinion committee of the Student Government has chosen the school's color scheme. The present event is the first time the school's color scheme has been chosen by the students. The committee expected a large attendance but was surprised to find only a small number of people present. Most of those who attended were interested in the candidates' speeches and the possibility of choosing a new color scheme for the school.

The poll is designed to give the students a chance to express their opinion about a matter which they feel is important to the school. The results of the poll will be announced later in the week.

The candidates are: Alice Reynolds, Joe Johnson, and Bob Williams. Each candidate gave a brief speech about their platform and why they should be chosen. The candidates' platforms varied, but all of them promised to work for the betterment of the school.

The poll is open to all students and will continue until Saturday, March 26. The results will be announced on Monday, March 28, and will be used to determine the new school colors.

A Bit One-Sided
The 1945-46 ARTIST CO-OP schedule, announced last week, is a rather one-sided reflection of Winthrop artist programs, however, the series is rather one-sided. The usual trend of Winthrop artist programs, announced last week, promises an excellent year.

A major element of the series is the uniform, with improvements in the style and fabric of the uniform. The uniform has become and continues to be all-important.

Several students and others have expressed their feelings about the uniform. One student said, "I don't like it. It's not very attractive and it's a matter of pride to all Winthrop personnel."

It's Their Tradition, Too
With the end of the semester, the Winthrop cadets are being moved into the armed forces and are able to look back at the traditions of their school. The Winthrop cadets have been in the country for several years and have been a part of the nation's war effort.

The old tradition of "junior sisters" for the Winthrop grade has been replaced by the more military tradition of "cadets". The girls who have been in the cadet group have been party to a unique tradition.

In the meantime, the juniors have arrived; it's their tradition, too. Let's respect their tradition and show them how much we appreciate it.

So Long — For Awhile
There will be no regular issues of THE JOHNSONIAN April 18 or April 20, because the class which will follow in campus for the spring semester will be the first class to be graduated of 1944. The appearance April 30 of the annual JOHNSONIAN will mark the end of the college year.

THE JOHNSONIAN, which is a weekly publication, has been a part of the college year since it started in 1942. The college year is coming to an end and THE JOHNSONIAN is going to close down.

Many of the students who have been in the college year will be graduating and going off to the armed forces. The remaining students will be working to keep the college going.

The JOHNSONIAN is run by the students and it is the students who have decided to make this decision. The students have decided to make this decision because they feel that it is the best thing to do.

THE JOHNSONIAN is a great place for the students to express their opinions and to learn about the world. The students have decided that it is time to change and that THE JOHNSONIAN is not the right way to do it.

THE JOHNSONIAN is going to close down and the students are going to start a new publication. The new publication will be called THE WINSTONIAN and it will be run by the students who are graduating.

The students have decided that it is time to change and that THE JOHNSONIAN is not the right way to do it. The students have decided that it is time to change and that THE JOHNSONIAN is not the right way to do it.
Immediately to the right of the campus lay a trail of wallflowers and termites working at breaking speed in the library and otherwise unsavable neighborhoods. Are you an Easter hugger or an armchair¿

Kappa Pi Initiates Undergo Foolishness, Food, Formality

By BETTY MCKELLER

Aside evening dinner, flowers and the-sodium lunch, 10 new members were formally initiated into the Alpha Theta chapter of Kappa Pi national art fraternity, in the Johnson hall Sunday, April 8. The dignity of form and format was quite a change from the informal initiation last week, also held in Johnson hall. At that time, initiates created very quick, almost-portraits to be worn on their backs for a day. Along with the abstract faces that many projects came back and asked to be fixed up by the club, the initiates'乌克兰 their purple Kappa Pi monograms. The candle turned proud to celebrate the first anniversary of the club's membership with the national fraternity. Miss Annie V. Dean, head of the art department, blew out the candle with a wish. The menu for the event included: potato soup for chicken salad. Supper event included Prill, salad, cornbread, Dean Kate Glenn Bland, Dean C. Fraser and Miss Annie Dean, ad

Cafeteria Lists Sunday Menus

The Senate cafeteria will serve the following meals Sunday, April 8, according to June Little, menu chairman.

Dinner: Fried steak, port chops, sweet potato souffle, rice and gravy, cauliflower with cheese sauce, and creamed carrots, mashed potatoes, defrosted celery, baked apples, rolls, cream, tea, coffee.

Supper: Ham, chicken salad, tossed salad, brown bread, cauliflower with cheese sauce, peas, mashed potatoes, macaroni with cheese, chocolate pudding, cake, rolls, ice cream.

LOOK, LADIES! A menu change will be held in the Gymnasium April 8 at 5 p.m. while June Little finishes the activity. All supplies are now ready for the event. Mrs. J. T. Cook of Myrtle Beach has lavished the VPA officers with gifts. The guests will have a chance to return to Fewell's after the event. Approximately 75 people will attend the outing.

If you are undecided where to have your picture taken…take our advice and visit
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Athletic Council Names Sports Club Chairmen

Duckett, Suber Victors In Dorm Archery Tourney

Virginia Blaker of Senior hall and Evelyn Ann Duckett of North were named winners in the dormitory archery tournament held Thursday, March 30, on the Winthrop archery range.

A Columbus record was shot at 80, 40, and 25-yard shots with 54��라 made by each contestant.

The tournament was sponsored by the Archery club, North girls, "Sis" Dinkins, Breaux, and Evelyn Duckett, North.

The dormitory tournament was sponsored by the Archery club, the second held this year.

Friedheim's

Martha Park

FRIEDHEIM'S

ROCK HILL, S. C.

Drum and synchronized swimming were presented by the Drum and Synchronized Swimming club at the swimming demonstration held Tuesday night, April 2, in the College pool.

The program opened with synchronized swimming organized by the entire club. Stunts were done in groups, including the water wheels, starters, double somersaults, single somersault, double dives, hand stand, back flip, shadow swimming and the novelty surface dive.

Mary Ann Harris, Pat Wilkie, "Bob" Stevenson, Jackery Painter and Miriam Newsome performed fancy dives, including the jack knife, scissor, back dive boat head, kick stand, forward pummel, twist, speaker hand stand and cartwheels.

High lighting the exhibition was the clown act presented by Betty Taitter and Rainey McConnell.

The grand finale of the swimming demonstration presented a pattern of water pyramids by the entire club.

Scholarships In Physical Therapy Offered By National Foundation

Scholarships for training in physical therapy under the $1,267,600 program of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis are available immediately for classescommencing in June and July, Howard O'Connor, president of the National Foundation, announced recently.

As a result of the increasing need of physical therapy in the treatment of infantile paralysis and other diseases, and because of the national deficit in training for this work, the National Foundation is offering these scholarships for enrollees in 12 month courses in approved schools of physical therapy. The scholarships will cover tuition and maintenance in accordance with the student's needs.

Pointing out that there are only 2,500 qualified physical therapists in the United States, with more than half of them in the armed services, Mr. O'Connor said it would be necessary to train several years to match the additional thousands of physical therapists needed.

The training program will be carried out with the assistance of a special committee under the chairmanship of Dr. Irving Abel of Louisville, Ky., chairman of the Board of Regents of the American College of Surgeons.

Candidates for National Foundation scholarships must have two years of college, including history and other basic sciences, or the equivalent of accredited schools of nursing or physical education. Applications should be made to The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, 120 Broadway, New York City.
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